We describe a simple iterative approach to augment TCR affinity, which we studied using a myelin oligodendrocyte glycoproteinspecific TCR. We hypothesized that single amino acid modifications in TCR CDR3 could enhance TCR sensitivity through focal interactions with antigenic peptide while minimizing the risk of cross-reactivity observed previously in TCR more broadly mutagenized using in vitro evolution techniques. We show that this iterative method can indeed generate TCR with Ag sensitivity 100-fold greater than the parental receptor and can endow TCR with coreceptor independence. However, we also find that single amino acid mutations in the CDR3 can alter TCR fine specificity, affecting recognition requirements for Ag residues over most of the length of the MHC binding groove. Furthermore, minimal changes in surface-exposed CDR3 amino acids, even the addition of a single hydroxyl group or conversion of a methyl or sulfhydryl moiety to a hydroxyl, can confer modified Ag-specific TCR with new self-reactivity. In vivo modeling of modified TCR through retroviral TCR gene transfer into Rag ؊/؊ mice confirmed the biological significance of these altered reactivities, although it also demonstrated the feasibility of producing Ag-specific, positively selecting, coreceptor-independent receptors with markedly increased Ag sensitivity. These results affirm the possibility of readily generating affinity-enhanced TCR for therapeutic purposes but demonstrate that minimal changes in TCR CDR3 L imits on the TCR repertoire imposed by developmental selection and peripheral tolerance restrict the availability of T cells that can effectively target tumors or some pathogens. To overcome this, there has been growing interest in therapeutically skewing the T cell compartment through the enforced expression on T cells of cloned Ag-specific TCR, thereby promoting desirable immune responses (1, 2). One recent clinical trial, for example, showed that tumors in a subset of metastatic melanoma patients remitted after the infusion of CTL redirected with retrovirally transduced tumor Ag-specific TCR (3). Redirection of regulatory T lymphocytes with introduced autoantigen-specific TCR has similarly been proposed for use in the treatment of autoimmune conditions (4) and has been a subject of our interest. However, TCR gene therapy is currently limited by the availability within the natural TCR repertoire of Ag-specific receptors with desirable therapeutic properties. Both tumor-specific and autoantigen-specific TCR are often of low affinity. T cells transduced with these frequently express low levels of receptor that must compete with endogenous TCR for expression (5). Target ligand may be weakly expressed or expressed in the context of insufficient costimulation. Simple approaches to engineer TCR response characteristics, particularly affinity, are therefore desirable and may aid in the creation of receptors with optimized therapeutic potential.
L imits on the TCR repertoire imposed by developmental selection and peripheral tolerance restrict the availability of T cells that can effectively target tumors or some pathogens. To overcome this, there has been growing interest in therapeutically skewing the T cell compartment through the enforced expression on T cells of cloned Ag-specific TCR, thereby promoting desirable immune responses (1, 2) . One recent clinical trial, for example, showed that tumors in a subset of metastatic melanoma patients remitted after the infusion of CTL redirected with retrovirally transduced tumor Ag-specific TCR (3) . Redirection of regulatory T lymphocytes with introduced autoantigen-specific TCR has similarly been proposed for use in the treatment of autoimmune conditions (4) and has been a subject of our interest. However, TCR gene therapy is currently limited by the availability within the natural TCR repertoire of Ag-specific receptors with desirable therapeutic properties. Both tumor-specific and autoantigen-specific TCR are often of low affinity. T cells transduced with these frequently express low levels of receptor that must compete with endogenous TCR for expression (5) . Target ligand may be weakly expressed or expressed in the context of insufficient costimulation. Simple approaches to engineer TCR response characteristics, particularly affinity, are therefore desirable and may aid in the creation of receptors with optimized therapeutic potential.
Essentially two approaches have been used to manipulate TCR affinity, and studies of these have been largely performed with class I MHC-restricted TCR. Random mutagenesis of single-chain TCR expressed on yeast followed by multiple rounds of selection for peptide MHC (pMHC) 4 binding, or in vitro evolution, has allowed the generation of mutant TCR with even a 1000-fold or greater increase in affinity (6 -8) . This approach, which generally produces TCR with multiple substitutions compared with the parental receptor, has been best studied in analyses of the well-characterized 1G4 and 2C TCR. Interestingly, many of the mutants with the highest affinities were also stimulated with syngeneic APC in the absence of cognate peptide, indicating that the TCR mutations either increased affinity for self-MHC independently of peptide Ag or otherwise fostered a more degenerate recognition of Ag (9, 10) .
In vitro evolution studies of a class II MHC-restricted TCR, the E k -hemoglobin-specific 3.L2 TCR, showed an up to 800-fold increase in affinity, increased degeneracy, yet no self-specificity (11, 12) . As for class I MHC-restricted TCR, multiple mutations were typically present in TCR with enhanced affinity. It was hypothesized that the self-reactivity present in the mutated class I-restricted TCR could be receptor specific or that the recognition behavior of class I-and class II-restricted TCR may differ in this regard.
A simpler approach to augment TCR affinity is to selectively manipulate just one or two TCR amino acids within the TCR␣ and ␤ CDR 1, 2, and 3 loops (13) . This was recently successfully tested with class I MHC-restricted NY-ESO-1-and MART-1-specific TCR. Candidate amino acids identified based on prior in vitro evolution studies were mutated, and TCR were generated with modestly increased affinity, preserved specificity, and increased T cell sensitivity to Ag in in vitro analyses (14) . CDR 1 and 2 amino acids interface with cognate pMHC predominantly through the MHC rather than peptide. In contrast, the hypervariable CDR3 loops are typically oriented so as to primarily engage the peptide lying in the MHC's groove (13, 15) . The very high-affinity 1G4 and 2C TCR mutants made to date, particularly those in which new self-specificity has been seen, have typically incorporated mutations in the CDR 1 and/or 2 regions that interact with MHC, as well as the CDR3 (8, 9 ). An enhanced generic specificity for MHC generated by substitutions in CDR 1, 2, or other structural regions of the TCR will stabilize the TCR-MHC interface. This may augment the natural weak interactions between TCR and self-pMHC that are important for T cell-positive selection and homeostasis, converting them into stimulatory highaffinity interactions. We hypothesized that, in contrast, substitutions of surface-exposed CDR3 amino acids, by focusing on peptide-specific rather than MHC-specific interactions, would be more likely to alter affinity for a defined peptide and less likely to broadly skew the selectivity of a TCR.
To test this, we performed iterative mutagenesis of CDR3 residues anticipated to contact antigenic peptide in an autoreactive myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG)-specific, A b -restricted TCR. We show that single amino acid CDR3 mutations in a class II MHC-restricted TCR can dramatically increase TCR sensitivity. However, subtle changes in the TCR CDR3, even the addition of a single hydroxyl, can also confer new, MOG-independent self-reactivity. Furthermore, such changes can dramatically alter the fine specificity of TCR recognition of pMHC, even in regions distant to the anticipated binding site of the mutated CDR3 residue. Our studies demonstrate the feasibility of generating enhanced TCR through simple iterative mutagenesis. However, they also show that even minor changes in CDR3 structure can globally influence TCR recognition, the difficulty in maintaining specificity while manipulating TCR affinity, and the importance of caution as engineered TCR are clinically translated.
Materials and Methods

Mice
C57BL/6 (B6), B10.BR, NOD, and B6 Rag1 Ϫ/Ϫ mice were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory and bred under specific pathogen-free, including all detectable strains of helicobacter, conditions. B6 A bϪ/Ϫ mice were generously provided by the laboratory of Dr. P. Doherty (St. Jude Children's Hospital, Memphis, TN). Experiments were performed in accordance with institutional animal care and use procedures.
Media, reagents, Abs, and flow cytometry
T cell culture conditions were as described previously (16) . MOG peptide (MEVGWYRSPFSRVVHLYRNGK), alanine substitutions of this peptide, Sendai virus hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN) 163 
TCR constructs and mutagenesis
The 1MOG9 TCR␣ and ␤ chains, cloned into the MSCV-I-GFP murine stem cell virus-based retroviral vector, was described previously (17) . Sitedirected TCR mutagenesis was performed using the Quickchange II Site Directed Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). All mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing (St. Jude Hartwell Center for Biotechnology).
Retroviral transduction of TCR
Retrovirus was produced as previously described (18, 19) and used to infect surface TCR-deficient 4G4 T hybridoma cells (C. Janeway, Yale University, New Haven, CT) that had been transduced with mouse CD4-expressing retrovirus. To transduce primary T lymphocytes, freshly isolated B6 lymph node (LN) cells were sorted for either CD4 or CD8 and the absence of TRBV13-2 and were stimulated with soluble CD3-and CD28-specific Abs and 10 U/ml recombinant human IL-2 (rhIL-2; National Cancer Institute Biological Resource Branch Repository). Cleared supernatant from retroviral producer cells with 8 g/ml polybrene and rhIL-2 was added at day 1, and the cells spun at 1800 rpm for 90 min in a Jouan CR422 centrifuge. A second spin-infection cycle was repeated on day 2. Transduced T cells were flow cytometrically sorted on day 4 or 5 for expression of GFP and either CD4 or CD8 and expanded in Click's medium (Invitrogen)/10% FCS in the presence of rhIL-2 before analysis on day 7.
Generation of retrogenic mice
Retrogenic mice were generated as described previously (18, 20) . Briefly, bone marrow cells were harvested from the femurs of Rag1
Ϫ/Ϫ mice 48 h after the administration of 0.15 mg of 5-fluorouracil/g body weight. The pooled cells were cultured in complete Click's medium containing 20% FCS, IL-3 (20 ng ⅐ ml Ϫ1 ), IL-6 (50 ng ⅐ ml
Ϫ1
), and SCF (50 ng ⅐ ml
) for 48 h at 37°C/5% CO 2 . The cells were then cocultured for an additional 48 h with 1200-rad irradiated retroviral producer cells. The progenitor cells were harvested, washed with PBS, transduction confirmed by flow cytometry for GFP, and injected into sublethally irradiated (450 rad) Rag1 Ϫ/Ϫ recipient mice at a ratio of two recipient mice per bone marrow donor. Mice were analyzed at 8 -10 wk of age.
Cytokine analysis
4G4.CD4 cells (1 ϫ 10 5 ) were cultured in the presence of 3 ϫ 10 5 APC and the indicated stimulus. Culture supernatants were collected at 24 h and analyzed for IL-2 by sandwich ELISA (BD Pharmingen) or Bio-Plex (BioRad) assay. Alternatively, 5 ϫ 10 4 flow cytometrically sorted transduced primary T cells, 7 days after prior stimulation and transduction, were restimulated with 3 ϫ 10 5 irradiated splenic APC and the indicated stimulus. After 24 h, cell-free supernatant was harvested, and IFN-␥ content was determined by sandwich ELISA (BD Pharmingen).
Statistics
Error bars represent Ϯ 1 SD. Two-tailed Student's t tests were performed using Excel software (Microsoft). A value of p Ͻ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
CDR3 mutations in a MOG-specific TCR
We previously described the 1MOG9 (TRAV3*01 TRAJ17*01, TRBV13-2*01 TRBJ2-4*01) TCR, which recognizes the immunodominant 35-55 epitope of MOG in association with A b (17) . Crystal structures of other TRBV13-2 ϩ TCR, including the D10, 172.10, 2W20, and YAe62 receptors, together with their cognate class II A MHC-peptide Ag show a conserved docking arrangement between the TCR and pMHC, aligning the antigenic peptide and TCR CDR3 (21) (22) (23) (24) . Considering this, we anticipated that the 1MOG9 CDR3␣ and ␤ would similarly align with antigenic peptide. We therefore performed alanine substitutions of surface-exposed CDR3 residues (Fig. 1) . Mutated TCR were retrovirally transduced into TCR-deficient 4G4.CD4 T hybridoma cells and flow cytometrically purified based on coexpressed GFP. Expression levels of the wild-type TCR and its mutants were similar (Supplemental Fig. 1) . 5 Because the transduced T cells were essentially identical except for single amino acid mutations in their TCR, differences in their responsiveness to Ag should be primarily determined by differential affinity for pMHC ligand.
The TCR ϩ hybridomas were stimulated with graded amounts of MOG peptide (Fig. 2) , and IL-2 production was measured as an indicator of response. As expected, control nontransduced cells were not stimulated by MOG , whereas cells transduced with wild-type 1MOG9 TCR responded well. TCR with substitutions in the CDR3␣ did not respond to Ag, except for N103A, which showed an ϳ10-fold decrease in sensitivity to MOG (Fig.  2A ). This implies that the integrity of the CDR3␣ is crucial for pMHC recognition. A D101A substitution in the CDR3␤ also abrogated recognition, whereas all other CDR3␤ substitutions were more permissive, with some IL-2 production detected (Fig. 2B) . Two substitutions increased responsiveness compared with the 1MOG9 TCR. A G99A substitution in CDR3␤ marginally enhanced activity (Fig. 2C ). More interestingly, a neighboring E100A substitution led to a Ͼ10-fold increase in sensitivity and an approximate tripling of maximal response. Implicitly, E100, a large acidic residue, interferes with TCR binding to A b -MOG . These results show that structural conservation of many, but not all, external loop amino acids of the CDR3 is critical for 1MOG9 TCR stimulation by cognate Ag. They further support the utility of simple mutagenesis in engineering TCR with enhanced recognition properties.
To better evaluate the role of E100 in MOG 35-55 -A b recognition, we next mutated this TCR position to the remaining 18 aa. Again, retrovirus incorporating the modified TCR was produced and used to transduce 4G4.CD4 T cells. TCR expression levels were similar among hybridomas expressing the 20 aa at E100 (Supplemental Fig. 2 ). 5 Stimulation of the different TCR with MOG 35-55 demonstrated distinct responsiveness among the E100 mutants (Fig. 3) . Surprisingly, a response was seen with all but two of the mutations. Therefore, flexibility in the 1MOG9 TCR interaction with A b -MOG at E100 seemingly makes this location well-suited for modulating TCR recognition properties.
Responsiveness among the E100 mutants fell into distinct categories. Substitution of E100 with the bulky hydrophobic residues F or Y eliminated MOG 35-55 reactivity (Fig. 3A) . N, P, V, W, and I substitutions, consisting also largely of bulky hydrophobic residues, substantially decreased T cell sensitivity (ϳ1 log) to titrations of antigenic peptide compared with the parental 1MOG9 TCR (Fig. 3B) . The sensitivity of D, G, H, K, L, M, and R substitutions was similar to that of the parental 1MOG9 receptor (Fig.  3C) . A and C substitutions, residues with smaller side chains, showed an ϳ1-log increase in response sensitivity (Fig. 3D ). Mutations of E100 to T, S, and Q showed the strongest response, with at least a 2-log increase in sensitivity to MOG (Fig. 3E) . Therefore, single amino acid mutations in a class II-restricted TCR can dramatically enhance affinity. A change as small as the conversion of a glutamic acid carboxyl to an amide can increase the sensitivity of a TCR for pMHC by a factor of 100.
Two of the E100 mutations were of particular interest. E100S-and E100T-transduced cells demonstrated the highest sensitivity to titrations of antigenic peptide, with response seen even at the lowest Ag concentration tested. However, in each case, some APCdependent, MOG-independent IL-2 production was seen. This response was readily apparent with the E100T transduced hybridoma cells (Fig. 3E ). With the E100S-transduced cells, it was only recognizable from background by its consistent presence in multiple assays with independently transduced hybridomas. Therefore, as with class I MHC-restricted TCR, mutations of class II-restricted TCR can provoke new self-reactivity. Because the E100A, E100C, and E100V mutations lacked this MOG-independent reactivity, our observations show that a change as subtle as the conversion of a CDR3 methyl or sulfhydryl to a hydroxyl group is capable of conferring new self-specificity on a TCR.
The MOG-independent reactivity of 1MOG9 E100T and E100S mutants is pMHC restricted
To determine whether the reactivity of the E100T-and E100S-mutated TCR was A b restricted, we tested reactivity against class II MHC-deficient (C57BL/6 A bϪ/Ϫ ) APC, or allogeneic A k (B10.BR) or A g7 (NOD) APC (Figs. 4A and 6, and data not 5 The online version of this article contains supplemental material. shown). Whereas the E100T and E100S T cells responded to A bexpressing APC as above, they did not respond to any of these alternative stimuli. Therefore, the MOG-independent reactivity of the hybridomas is selective for A b , and these mutations do not confer more generic specificity for class II A MHC, class I MHC, or other cell surface molecules.
Most of the binding energy linking a TCR to a pMHC complex results from interactions between the TCR and MHC rather than antigenic peptide (13, 25) . We therefore analyzed whether the altered structure of the E100S and E100T TCR allowed for peptideindependent stimulation by MHC. We pulsed T2 cells transfected with A b (T2-A b cells) with either MOG (26 -28) . Class II MHC molecules in T2 Ag-processing defective cells are empty or associated with invariant chain or CLIP in the absence of exogenously supplied class II-binding peptides (29) . Neither the E100S nor E100T hybridomas responded to T2-A b cells or to these cells pulsed with any of the four peptides (Fig. 4B) . In contrast, strong responses were seen after pulsing T2-A b cells with MOG peptide. Therefore, the E100S and E100T mutations do not bind empty, CLIP-bound, or random peptide-associated A b . This result argues against promiscuous MHC-directed binding and demonstrates peptide specificity in the MOG-independent mutant TCR response. 1MOG9  E100A  E100S  E100T  4G4.CD4  1MOG9  E100A  E100S  E100T  4G4.CD4  1MOG9  E100A  E100S  E100T  4G4.CD4  1MOG9  E100A  E100S  E100T  4G4.CD4  1MOG9  E100A  E100S  E100T  4G4. 
Fine specificity of TCR interaction
We anticipated that single amino acid mutations in the CDR3 would selectively impact association of the mutant residue with juxtaposed MOG peptide residues. Yet, the MOG-independent responses of the E100S and T mutants suggested the possibility of more substantial changes in fine specificity. To better define this, we compared the fine specificity of the 1MOG9 and E100S TCR for alanine-substituted MOG peptides. The S and not the T mutant was studied because E100S-modified T cells produced only very small amounts of IL-2 when cultured with unpulsed APC, minimizing the confounding effect of MOG-independent activation in the analyses.
Stimulation of the 1MOG9-transduced 4G4.CD4 cells with peptide-pulsed APC demonstrated a response pattern consistent with prior studies of other MOG 35-55 -specific T cells (Fig. 5, A and B; Refs. 30 and 31). Those studies identified R41, F44, R46, and V47 as primary TCR contact residues. Indeed, the 1MOG9-transduced cells showed significantly diminished responses to the corresponding R41A, F44A, R46A, and V47A substituted peptides. G38 and W39 have also been shown to interact with TCR, and the 1MOG9 TCR showed enhanced reactivity to the W39A peptide. S42 and P43, which neighbor other previously identified TCR-contact residues, also proved important to response.
The fine specificity of E100S-transduced T cells showed some similarities with the 1MOG9-transduced cells. As for 1MOG9, there was significantly decreased response to S42A, F44A, and R46A peptides. However, the remaining four amino acids affecting 1MOG9 recognition, W39, R41, P43, and V47, did not significantly influence E100S recognition (Fig. 5A) , demonstrating that the E100S and 1MOG9 TCR have distinct peptide contact requirements. When the data were normalized to the different T cells' specific response to unmutated MOG , differences were seen between 1MOG9 and E100S in the recognition of 5 of the 21 MOG 35-55 residues: W39, R41, S42, P43, and V47 (Fig. 5B) . Response by the E100S T cells to W39A-substituted peptide was decreased compared with that of 1MOG9 T cells. In contrast, response was relatively increased to R41A, S42A, P43A, and V47A peptides. Therefore, contradicting our initial prediction that local CDR3 mutations would only locally influence peptide recognition, the E100S mutation influences peptide recognition requirements across at least a 9-aa segment of antigenic peptide, from W39 to V47. Conceivably, an overall enhanced affinity of the E100S TCR obviates the need for some peptide interactions for effective pMHC engagement. However, increased overall affinity would be expected to only increase responses to mutant peptides, yet the E100S TCR response to the W39A mutant peptide is decreased compared with the parental 1MOG9 TCR. This suggests an alternative explanation that the E100S mutation more fundamentally alters how the TCR associates with pMHC. Considering that models of MOG binding to A b place Y40 in the p1 pocket of the MHC (31), our results imply that this CDR3␤ mutation is influencing recognition of residues, such as W39, in the peptide N-terminal end of bound pMHC, a region anticipated from other TRBV13-2-class II A structures to associate predominantly with the TCR CDR3␣-chain (13, 22-24 ). Therefore, even single amino acid mutations in surface exposed . A, 1MOG9, E100S, or untransduced 4G4.CD4 T cells were stimulated with 100 g/ml MOG or the indicated alanine-substituted peptides in the presence of irradiated C57BL/6 APC. IL-2 production was measured at 24 h by ELISA. B, Data in A were normalized to the response of the cell line to MOG and were plotted to facilitate comparison of the 1MOG9 and E100S responses. C, Response of 1MOG9-, E100S-, and E100A-transduced cells to a subset of relevant alanine-substituted peptides. Responses were normalized to the MOG 35-55 -specific response, which was 144 Ϯ 26, 308 Ϯ 2, and 257 Ϯ 8 for 1MOG9-, E100S-, and E100A-transduced T cells, respectively. In A and C, results of t tests comparing response with the same cells' MOG CDR3␤ residues may profoundly influence recognition requirements at distal TCR contact sites.
Notably, this broadly altered fine specificity of the E100S TCR did not seem to be directly associated with the acquisition of MOG-independent reactivity. The fine specificity of E100S resembled that of E100A, which is structurally similar and showed high Ag sensitivity but no MOG-independent self-reactivity (Fig. 5C) . As for the E100S mutant, decreased response was observed to S42A-, F44A-, and R46A-mutated Ag compared with wild-type MOG . As for E100S, the increased response to W39A and decreased response to R41A and V47A peptide present with 1MOG9-transduced T cells was not seen. The one distinction was a significantly decreased response to P43A in E100A but not E100S cells. Considering the similar fine specificity of the E100A and E100S mutant T cells, their difference in MOG-independent self-reactivity may primarily reflect response magnitude rather than binding orientation.
Primary T cell reactivity and coreceptor independence of mutant TCR
To confirm that the MOG-independent reactivity and increased Ag sensitivity in the hybridomas were also present in primary T cells, we transduced the E100S, T, and A mutants or wild-type 1MOG9 TCR into primary T lymphocytes. CD4 ϩ or CD8 ϩ TRBV13-2 Ϫ T lymphocytes were flow cytometrically purified, stimulated, transduced with retrovirus, and the CD4 ϩ or CD8 ϩ GFP ϩ T cells flow cytometrically isolated. These were expanded with IL-2, then restimulated with APC in the presence or absence of MOG 35-55 7 days after initial stimulation. IFN-␥ production was measured as an indicator of Ag sensitivity. Primary CD4 T cell responses resembled that of transduced 4G4.CD4 cells (Fig. 6A) . The E100S and A mutants responded more strongly at lower doses of Ag than the parental 1MOG9 TCR, verifying the increased sensitivity of these receptors. The E100T-transduced cells responded strongly to APC even in the absence of MOG peptide, with an incremental response observed when cultures were also supplemented with MOG . A small amount of IFN-␥ production was seen with the E100S mutant in response to APC without MOG peptide. However, similar low levels of IFN-␥ were produced by the 1MOG9-and E100A-transduced primary T cells, possibly reflecting lowlevel, Ag-independent responses to APC by residual activated T cells, and it was not possible in these assays to identify a MOGindependent E100S response from control responses. Therefore, the response of primary-transduced CD4 T cells parallels that of the 4G4.CD4 hybridomas, although it was not adequately sensitive to identify the acquisition of MOG-independent reactivity in E100S-transduced T cells.
Transduced CD8 ϩ T cells showed a different response pattern. The MOG-independent reactivity of the CD4 ϩ E100T cells was not seen, demonstrating CD4 dependence for this. Furthermore, sensitivity to dilutions of MOG was diminished in transduced CD8 ϩ T cells (Fig. 6B ) compared with simultaneously assayed CD4 ϩ T cells (Fig. 6A) . Indeed, wild-type 1MOG9-transduced CD8 ϩ cells were wholly unresponsive to MOG, demonstrating coreceptor dependence for MOG recognition. CD8 ϩ E100T-, E100S-, and E100A-transduced cells showed an ϳ10-to 100-fold decreased sensitivity for MOG compared with corresponding CD4 ϩ T cells. Therefore, the A, S, and T mutations in E100 can confer coreceptor independence in the primary MOG-specific response. However, this is associated with an ϳ10-to 100-fold penalty in T cell sensitivity.
Retrogenic modeling of 1MOG9 mutations
We previously used retroviral transgenic, or retrogenic, modeling to demonstrate that the 1MOG9 TCR is positively selected and functionally expressed on T cells (17). Our results above suggest that E100T-and possibly E100S-expressing thymocytes will be negatively selected due to their self-reactivity. To test this, we retrovirally transduced the 1MOG9, E100A, E100S, and E100T TCR into Rag Ϫ/Ϫ hematopoietic progenitor cells and transplanted these into Rag Ϫ/Ϫ mice. Because the Rag Ϫ/Ϫ mice cannot rearrange endogenous TCR, developing T cells will exclusively express the retrovirally introduced receptor. 1MOG9 retrogenic T cells engrafted well in the mice. Thymocytes developed predominantly into CD4 ϩ T lymphocytes (Fig. 7A) , and CD4 ϩ TRBV13-2 ϩ T cells were virtually exclusively apparent in the spleen and LN (Fig. 7B) . The E100A retrogenic mice also showed T cell-positive selection into the CD4 lineage and good engraftment of CD4 ϩ T cells in lymphoid organs. However, increased numbers of mature CD8 ϩ T cells were present compared with the 1MOG9 mice (Fig. 7C) . This suggests increased positive selection or improved homeostatic expansion of CD8 ϩ E100A T cells, which may be associated with enhanced coreceptor-independent interactions with endogenous class II-peptide complexes. The in vitro, MOG-specific proliferative response of isolated retrogenic E100A T cells to MOG was also enhanced compared with 
1MOG9 T cells, demonstrating increased Ag sensitivity similar to the transduced T cell hybridomas and primary T cells (data not shown).
In contrast to the 1MOG9 and E100A TCR, T cell engraftment was not apparent in mice retrogenic for the E100S or E100T TCR. Thymi from these showed good progression from double-negative to double-positive cells. However, these cells failed to advance to single-positive T cells (Fig. 7A) . Furthermore, mature CD4 ϩ or CD8 ϩ TRBV13-2 ϩ T cells were virtually absent from the periphery in the E100S and E100T retrogenic mice (Fig. 7D and data not  shown) . This confirms that these modest changes in TCR structure can lead to the negative selection of thymocytes expressing the modified TCR.
Discussion
Ag-specific T lymphocytes have proven a capable therapeutic for both cancer and infectious diseases (32) (33) (34) . To overcome the difficulty in isolating and expanding autologous T lymphocytes, several laboratories have explored the redirection of endogenous T cells with genetically introduced TCR (1, 35) . This permits the rapid production of large numbers of Ag-specific T lymphocytes. These TCR may be further engineered to desired specifications, facilitating the development of optimized cellular therapies.
TCR from many Ag-specific T cells, particularly those recognizing tumor or other self-Ags, have suboptimal recognition characteristics. These lower-affinity TCR may not adequately signal in TCR-modified T lymphocytes. This can lead to suboptimal induction of effector pathways or poor survival. In vitro evolution systems can dramatically enhance TCR affinity, as evidenced by work with the 2C, 1G4, and 3.L2 TCR (8 -10, 12) . However, this does entail considerable effort and generally leads to receptors with multiple mutations and therefore an increased risk of altered specificity. More directed mutations can also enhance affinity, although not to the levels observed with in vitro evolution (14) . Yet, affinities even 10-to 100-fold increased compared with a low-affinity parental TCR may be more than adequate for therapeutic needs. The commonly accepted kinetic proofreading model of TCR signaling suggests that repetitive low-affinity engagements between pMHC and TCR support T cell activation (36) . Indeed, T cells expressing 3.L2 mutants with an ϳ800-fold increase of affinity did not demonstrate a proportionately increased sensitivity for Ag when measured by functional responses (12) . Similarly, high-affinity mutants of class I MHC-restricted TCR showed a threshold for optimal response at affinities of ϳ1 M; affinities in excess of this did not improve Ag sensitivity but did impart coreceptor independence (37) . This suggests that the signal transduction machinery for T cells is responsive to a limited range of TCR affinities, and there may be little benefit in increasing affinity outside of this realm.
Autoantigen-specific TCR may be useful in the cellular therapy of autoimmune diseases using TCR-modified regulatory T lymphocytes. We describe the functional impact of single amino acid mutations in the CDR3 of a TCR specific for the MOG autoantigen. We hypothesized that individual CDR3 mutations, by focusing on peptide-specific interactions, would be more likely to maintain specificity than broadly distributed TCR mutations. We present several new findings. First, we demonstrate that an iterative approach can indeed be used to identify "hot spots" and affinity mature TCR. This approach differs from recent analyses of class I-restricted TCR studying single or dual amino acid mutations in that it does not rely on prior knowledge from in vitro evolution systems of potentially advantageous changes (14) . Alanine substitutions of the 1MOG9 CDR3 identified two locations in which responsiveness was increased, although this was only substantial for one of these, E100. This bulky acidic residue resides next to another similarly charged amino acid, D101. Interestingly, a D101A mutation was the only CDR3␤ mutation that wholly abrogated TCR recognition of MOG . Alignment of 1MOG9 and pMHC based on the TCRBV13-2 ϩ 172.10 TCR and A u -MBP1-9 structure (22) and a model of A b -MOG (31) would place the negatively charged D101 in proximity with the positively charged R46 of the MOG peptide. Although speculative, it is possible that E100, by providing an unopposed additional negative charge, may adversely influence a D101-R46 interaction. Indeed, an E100Q mutation that neutralizes this negative charge substantially enhanced TCR sensitivity. More generally, some amino acids, such as E100 here, may be important precisely because they negatively influence TCR binding and thereby ensure that a TCR's affinity is not too high for its cognate pMHC. Identification of those residues and substituting more structurally compatible amino acids through iterative mutagenesis can therefore generate a series of TCR with varying affinities.
Because the majority of the TCR interface engages the MHC portion of pMHC, random TCR mutagenesis followed by affinitybased selection will act primarily by enhancing TCR-MHC interactions. If additional free energy is provided by TCR-MHC engagements, less free energy must be contributed by TCR-peptide interactions to stimulate a T cell. At the extreme, no peptide interactions would be needed to provide the binding energy needed for T cell stimulation. Peptide specificity will decrease and degenerate recognition will occur. To avoid this, we focused on CDR3 mutations that we anticipated would more likely affect the TCRpeptide interface and therefore be less likely to promote new specificities. The E100S and E100T mutations, however, did lead to new self peptide-specific reactivity. Fine specificity analysis using alanine-substituted MOG peptides showed that alanine substitutions of some MOG amino acids critical for binding of the parental 1MOG9 TCR, such as R41 and V47, were altogether unimportant for mutant TCR binding. Alanine substitutions of other interspersed MOG residues, such as F44 and R46, were equally important for binding by both the parental and mutant TCR, and one residue, W39, enhanced binding to the wild-type but not E100 mutant TCR. This suggests that the mutant TCR are binding peptide specifically and in a similar orientation, although in a manner distinct from the parental 1MOG9 TCR. Because the mutant TCR did not recognize unoccupied or random-peptide-occupied A b , the MOG-independent binding was peptide specific. Therefore, mutations in a MOG-A b -restricted TCR seem to lead to fine adjustments in pMHC recognition and, in contrast to studies of mutations in the CD4 ϩ hemoglobin-E k -specific 3.L2 TCR (12) , new selfspecificities. Furthermore, CDR3 mutations alone are adequate for this, and even minimal changes in exposed TCR residues, such as from an alanine in the MOG-selective E100A to a serine in the MOG-independent E100S TCR, can endow a TCR with new self-reactivity.
Whereas prior studies have been limited to analyzing mutant TCR in hybridomas or T cell lines in vitro, we further showed the utility of retroviral gene transfer to assess TCR in vivo. Our results validate but also extend the findings with cultured T cells. Both the E100S and E100T mutants recognized APC in the absence of cognate Ag, presaging their negative selection. The E100A mutation showed coreceptor independence; CD8 ϩ T cells transduced with the receptor responded to MOG -A b , although with decreased sensitivity compared with transduced CD4 ϩ T cells. Similarly, a small number of CD8 ϩ E100A T cells developed in the retrogenic mice. It is therefore interesting to speculate that the coreceptor independence of the TCR in transduced T cells in response to cognate Ag is mirrored in the interactions responsible for positive selection or homeostasis. Indeed, MOG is expressed at very low levels in the thymus (38) , and it is possible that coreceptor-independent reactivity to this small amount of Ag may facilitate CD8 ϩ T cell selection. Alternatively, the E100A TCR may be recognizing the same non-MOG self-ligand or ligands recognized by the E100S TCR on APC but at lower affinity.
Class II A molecules on APC are estimated to present ϳ650 -2000 distinct peptides (39) . Whereas it is convenient to examine whether a mutated TCR has acquired self-responsiveness using splenic APC or PBMC, tissue-specific APC may present a distinct array of peptides, and specificity for these may not be detectable by assaying response to lymphoid-derived cells. Adoptive transfer of T cells that have acquired specificity for unknown tissue-specific Ags may therefore have unintended and deleterious consequences. For this reason, thorough preclinical analyses of altered TCR are essential. Retrogenic or transgenic modeling may therefore be prudent before any clinical application of mutated TCR. This can be performed using HLA Tg mice to assess human TCR with common HLA specificities.
In summary, we describe an iterative approach for enhancing TCR affinity. We demonstrate in using this technique the feasibility of generating affinity-enhanced class II MHC-restricted TCR and describe a series of MOG-specific TCR with variable sensitivity for Ag. However, we also show that subtle modifications of TCR can have substantial effects both on TCR fine specificity and self-reactivity and that in vivo modeling using TCR retrogenesis may serve as a means to preclinically characterize mutant TCR and ensure their safety.
